Qatar Olympic Committee (IOC) President HE Sheikh Joaan bin Hamad al Thani attended the second meeting of the Committee for Public Affairs and Social Development of the International Olympic Committee (IOC) which was held yesterday under the chairmanship of Late International Olympic Committee in Lausanne, Switzerland.

During the meeting, the members discussed strategies for the development of sport and the Olympic movement in the international development and success of the Olympic Games in Lausanne. The meeting also reviewed items on the agenda and decisions taken during the first meeting which was held in the presence of IOC President Dr Thomas Bach.

HE Sheikh Joaan bin Hamad al Thani also attended Ice Hockey – group stage in which Al-Sadd played, Thawab al-Subaie participated, as part of the Youth Movement Committee.

The Supreme Committee for Delivery & Legacy (SC.qa) member and Qatar coach Felix Sanchez highlighted the progress made over the last few years from the time he arrived in Qatar until now. The Qatari infrastructure has improved a great deal, and there are now more than 150 professional athletes working with Sanchez at the SC.qa Academy. It is a good thing for Qatar’s football development to have professional coaches to train the country’s talent. Sanchez also congratulated the Qatari players and fans on their recent achievements.

Through Sport at the International Olympic Committee as a leading institution, the movement is stepping towards development and strengthening the role of the International Olympic Committee in the field of thought, and a strong representative on the world sports scene, and a major player in promoting the international development and success of sport. The meeting also reviewed the agenda and decisions taken during the first meeting which was held in the presence of IOC President Dr Thomas Bach.

“I’ve been really impressed, I leave here certain that it (FIFA World Cup Qatar 2022) will be a resounding success”

“We’re having an unbelievable experience here in Qatar, along-side great names like Benfica’s Ronaldinho, Ronald Koeman, Ronald de Boer: it’s been wonderful to share this time with them and I hope I can be back many times over the next few years,” he said absolutely no doubt that Qatar’s World Cup will be a successful one.

“I’m certain people coming here in 2022 will have a football heart, a brand new one and I can’t wait to see what happens in 2022.”

“I’m very much impressed, I’ve been very pleasantly surprised, the weather is amazing – around 24 degrees during the day, and 17 degrees at night, it is amazing – around 24 or 25 degrees during the day under the chairmanship of Late International Olympic Committee in Lausanne, Switzerland.”

“I feel it is the right time to host a World Cup here. Here is what they had to say about their experiences…“

Tim Cahill

“Football can make a difference and fans. This trip has been even more beautiful experience. Whenever I come back I see change that. It’s important as a human being to be open-minded. We grow up with stereotypes and it takes open minds to change your experiences rather than just making judgments and assumptions without knowing what it’s all about.”

Ronald de Boer

“It’s not my first time here, but my most recent experiences in Qatar has been wonderful. Many things change every time I come back here and there is so much progress everywhere you look. But for the fans and everyone here, having a good feeling will be special.”

“I think it’s the right time to host a World Cup here. It will be an incredible thing. It will open the world’s eyes to an area that is often misunderstood. It will make people’s eyes open to see how similar we are – how we all share one common passion. It’s a great way for football to bring respect for each other in general and football will help change that. It’s important as a human being to be open-minded. We grow up with stereotypes and it takes open minds to change your experiences rather than just making judgments and assumptions without knowing what it’s all about.”

Honey Thaljieh

“Football can make a difference and fans.”

HE Sheikh Joaan bin Hamad al Thani also attended the meeting which was held in the presence of IOC President Dr Thomas Bach. (Qatar/olympics)
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Qatar U-23 team trains in Thailand

Qatar players take part in a training session during the AFC U-23 Championship in Thailand.

Qatar players take part in a training session during the AFC U-23 Championship in Thailand.

Former English and Liverpool footballer John Barnes

“Some aspects of this World Cup that particularly excite me is that I genuinely feel it will open the world’s eyes to an area that is often misunderstood. It will make people’s eyes open to see how similar we all are – how we all share one common passion. It’s a great way for football to bring respect for each other in general and football will help change that. It’s important as a human being to be open-minded. We grow up with stereotypes and it takes open minds to change your experiences rather than just making judgments and assumptions without knowing what it’s all about.”

Former Netherlands midfielder Ronald de Boer

“I feel like a village atmosphere – everyone here will have a football heart, a brand new one and I can’t wait to see what happens in 2022.”

Honey Thaljieh, first captain of Qatar women’s football team.
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“I’m certain people coming here in 2022 will be very pleasantly surprised with what the country has to offer – for players and fans”

John Barnes

“Some aspects of this World Cup that particularly excite me is that I genuinely feel it will open the world’s eyes to an area that is often misunderstood. It will make people’s eyes open to see how similar we are – how we all share one common passion. It’s a great way for football to bring respect for each other in general and football will help change that. It’s important as a human being to be open-minded. We grow up with stereotypes and it takes open minds to change your experiences rather than just making judgments and assumptions without knowing what it’s all about.”

Former Netherlands midfielder Ronald de Boer

“My first came in 2004, they were ahead of their time very ahead. They already had the 2006 National Vision, but we knew now that was just the beginning. I remember coming here with very few buildings, there were no West Bay. So it was less than 10 years after 2004. Now it’s impressive what they have achieved in that period of time. Whenever I come back I see incredible progress – the roads, the infrastructure, the entertainment and cultural offerings, everything is changing for the good of Qatar.”

“The compact World Cup will also be the most unique thing with and feel like a village atmosphere – everyone here will have a football heart, a brand new one and I can’t wait to see what happens in 2022.”

Former French player and 2006 World Cup winner Christian Karembeu.
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Neymar shines but PSG held by Monaco

Monaco have a good team but we are superior and we must show it on the pitch

SERIE A

Ronaldo strikes as Juve go top with Roma win

Paris, France

Ronaldo strikes as Juve go top with Roma win

Gulf Times

FOOTBALL

Real win Super Cup from cynical saviour Valverde

Highlight: Christian Eriksen's late penalty

Manchester United's Maguire expects Rashford scoring spree to continue

Eriksen will face Boro despite Inter talk: Mourinho

Arsenal manager Mikel Arteta has challenged other attackers after his star striker Christian Eriksen scored the winner from the penalty spot as Manchester United wrapped up their pre-season with a 2-1 win over Atalanta in the Audi Cup in Munich.

Ole Gunnar Solskjaer's side mustered three shots on target, with neither team managing to advance to the Audi Cup final. United are also yet to sign a new left-back after a summer of transfer speculation.

Arsenal have yet to agree terms with the forward after his loan move from Inter Milan.

Eriksen's goal was his fifth of the summer so far, having scored a hat-trick in the Premier League against Spurs and a late winner against Newcastle. He is now the joint-top scorer in the Premier League this season with five goals.

Man United's Maguire expects Rashford scoring spree to continue

Real Madrid defender Harry Maguire says Marcus Rashford is set to become a prolific goalscorer for the club after scoring in their 2-1 win over Atalanta.

Maguire, who joined United in a £40m deal from Leicester City in September, said Rashford is a player who can score goals and will continue to improve.

“Marcus is a fantastic player, he’s been fantastic all season and I think he’ll continue to improve,” Maguire said. “He’s got a lot of quality and he’s got pace.”

Eriksen's goal, from Monchengladbach's conceded the playmaker had been able to make the difference to grab a 90th-minute winner.

“I don’t ask for too much, I just ask for a chance to play because that’s what I love,” Eriksen said. “I’m very lucky to play for United and I want to keep improving and help the team win more trophies.”

Eriksen's goal came after a period of dominance for the Danish midfielder, who had been in fine form for United this season.

“Overall, I think we deserved to win,” he said. “We played well and created a lot of chances.”

Rashford's goal was his fourth of the pre-season and he has scored four goals in all competitions so far this season.

Eriksen's win over Atalanta was United's first pre-season win of the summer and they could yet face Liverpool in the Audi Cup final if they win their last game of the tournament.

Willson and Lindelof scored late on to secure the victory for United, who have now won all three of their pre-season games.

United will face Inter Milan in the final on Sunday, and boss Ole Gunnar Solskjaer said he was pleased to have picked up three wins without conceding a goal.

“Very happy to play in a competition like this,” Solskjaer said. “We have had a very good pre-season and are looking forward to the final.”

Ronaldo’s goal was his fourth of the summer and he has scored three goals in all competitions so far this season.

Roma are fifth on 35 points, two ahead of Inter Milan, while Juve are on 37, having sealed last season’s title with a 4-0 win over Napoli in early May.

Eriksen’s goal, from Monchengladbach's conceded the playmaker had been able to make the difference to grab a 90th-minute winner. The 21-year-old, who was also starting for his fifth consecutive match against Roma, went on to score a second goal in extra-time to secure the victory for United.

“He played in this situation, even if he wanted – and it is not playing here – it’s won a player in this situation doesn’t perform in the highest level. But he is helping us to match for what he has done for us. It’s won a player to do that, we have to show him the respect and recognition that he deserves against Olympiacos.”

Whether or not Eriksen leaves before the end of the month, United are set to sign both midfielder Federico Fernandez from Brighton and defender Ivan Perisic from Inter Milan.
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India ready to play day-night Test in Australia: Kohli

We do have the skill sets as a team now to compete against anyone in the world anywhere.

India skipper Virat Kohli during a training session ahead of the first ODI against Australia at the Wankhede Stadium in Mumbai yesterday.

**FOCUS**

India ready to play day-night Test in Australia: Kohli

India skipper Virat Kohli has stressed the importance of India’s dominance in all formats of the game, including day-night Tests.

India skipper Virat Kohli and his side are ready to play a day-night Test against Australia in the Wankhede Stadium in Mumbai.

**SPOTLIGHT**

Good show in India last time boosted confidence: Turner

Australia have pushed for four-day Tests and five-day Tests and now India has taken a step further with a day-night match starting tomorrow.

**INTERVIEW**

‘Superman Saha’ open to white-ball recall

While the Indian selection committee is yet to decide what format Kohli will play in, with a four-match series starting tomorrow, the Indian team has decided to start with a day-night Test against Australia.

India bowled back over the four-day Test format last year, thrashing Bangladesh in just two days.

The injury bug struck again after he returned, however, Saha having to undergo surgery in November.

The injury bug struck again after he returned, however, Saha having to undergo surgery in November.

The injury bug struck again after he returned, however, Saha having to undergo surgery in November.
Lewis century helps West Indies register series sweep

This was an opportunity for my first hundred in the Caribbean, and it's great to get a series win.

Mashrafe gives up Bangladesh contract

While he has taken just eight wickets in the last year, Bangladesh Cricketers Association (BCA) president Nazmul Hassan told reporters that Mashrafe did not wish to continue as a contracted player. “We have accepted his proposal,” said Hassan.

Mashrafe's senior status and contractual issues in Bangladesh after helping the team through its transition from international whitewash to a respected part of international limited overs competition.

England's Root back in training ahead of third Test

BBL

De Villiers confident of good show in maiden stint

South Africa batsman AB de Villiers has been given a BBL maiden stint.

De Villiers has been called in by Glamorgan for the BBL, according to The Times of India.

De Villiers was called in by Glamorgan for the BBL, according to The Times of India.

De Villiers, who retired in 2019, has been out of the game for three years.

De Villiers is still considered one of the best batsmen in the world, and his return to the BBL will be eagerly anticipated by South African cricket fans.

De Villiers' omission from South Africa's World Cup squad in 2019 was a shock to many, but his inclusion in the Glamorgan squad for the BBL suggests that he is ready to make a comeback.

De Villiers' return to the BBL will be a welcome boost for the franchise, and he will be looking to impress and stake his claim for a spot in the South Africa team for the upcoming T20 World Cup in India.

De Villiers' decision to retire from international cricket in 2018 was a personal one, and he said at the time that he was looking forward to spending more time with his family.

De Villiers' return to the BBL suggests that he is ready to make a comeback, and his form will be closely watched by South African selectors.
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Jazz beat Wizards for 9th straight win; Irving shows no rust

"You have nights like this coming back. I just love the game, I missed it so much"

**NBA**

Kyrie Irving (centre) of the Brooklyn Nets passes the ball against the Atlanta Hawks at Barclays Center on Sunday in New York City.

"You have nights like this coming back. I just love the game, I missed it so much"

**NFL**

Teddie Blueger (right) of the Pittsburgh Penguins celebrates with garbage truck driver Teddy Blueger (left) after defeating the Arizona Coyotes at Gila River Arena on Saturday in Arizona.

"You have nights like this coming back. I just love the game, I missed it so much"

**Sports**

Pittsburgh Steelers wide receiver JuJu Smith-Schuster (84) makes a catch against the Los Angeles Chargers during the second quarter of an NFL football game Sunday, Sept. 26, 2021, in Los Angeles.

"You have nights like this coming back. I just love the game, I missed it so much"
Roger Federer defeated himself recently and will be back in the four-finals at the Australian Open despite having played no competitive matches since November.
This 20-time Grand Slam winner was scheduled to warm-up for his first match at the Adelaide International before the tournament was cancelled because of the coronavirus.
In contrast, his novel Novak Djokovic, the top seed at the Australian Open, is set to play his first match there on Tuesday after a warm-up in Adelaide.

Federer, who is currently ranked number 10, said at a promotional event at the Adelaide International on Tuesday:

“I’m happy to go to Australia, I can’t wait to be there and hope we don’t have any strict隔离 immediately after arrival.

“I could easily just stay home and play Tennis, you know. I’m really happy to go out there and to warm-up and get back on the court.

“Those guys (next to me) are definitely shaping up in a good shape, obviously. I had an amazing season, am just anxious to see where we are today.”

The Swiss legend, who has six decades of trouble with his game or his personal life, replaces his former world number one in the Hopman Cup.

The No. 1 seed, who has scored a 6-2, 6-1 victory over former top-10 player Gregoire Barrere 6-7(4) 6-2 7-6(5) on Sunday to win his first ATP title in Auckland.

Federer said he would donate to the Australian bushfires appeal on coming under criticism from climate campaigners including Greta Thunberg after his sponsorship deal with Credit Suisse was extended.

“I’ve watched long and hard in the off-season and I didn’t have any setbacks, which is crucial,” he said.

Roger Federer said he would donate to the Australian bushfires appeal after coming under criticism from climate campaigners including Greta Thunberg after his sponsorship deal with Credit Suisse was extended.

Federer said in a statement widely read the petition posted on the website Campau, accusing Credit Suisse of funding “climate chaos” around the world.

The campaign is supported by Lausanne headquartered climate activists including Greta Thunberg and the Australian Bushfire Support Campaign.

“Throughout my career I’ve come here a few times, but I’ve played some great tennis here and I am looking forward to hopefully playing some great matches again.”

“I’ve never put that much time into it, but I hope to well here and of course at the Australian Open,” said Novak who, like Sandgren, is currently ranked number 78, was destined for the top.

“From now until 2020, we will have a fantastic year,” he said.

While pleased with the win, Paire said he had no doubt the 10-year-old tennis, currently ranked number 78, was destined for the top.

“I’m very happy to be in the top 10 players in the world,” Paire said.

But back in to the first round and will bring his Adelaide campaign to an end against Atlantician Filippo Volandri after he outlasted a similar fire as Kerber in falling

Barty is the top seed in this year’s Australian Open and will be looking to win her first Grand Slam title when she plays her opening round match against Australian Ajla Tomljanovic on Tuesday.

“I’m aware that at 38 years of age I can go up against anyone. It’s so great because I have lots of time to show why I belong in this country, the 38-year-old said, joining other tennis pros in paying homage to the 2016 Australian Open champions at the ATP Cup.”

Federer said he would donate to the Australian bushfires appeal after coming under criticism from climate campaigners including Greta Thunberg after his sponsorship deal with Credit Suisse was extended.

“I’ve trained long and hard in the off-season and I didn’t have any setbacks, which is crucial,” he said.
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The campaign is supported by Lausanne headquartered climate activists including Greta Thunberg and the Australian Bushfire Support Campaign.
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“I’ve never put that much time into it, but I hope to well here and of course at the Australian Open,” said Novak who, like Sandgren, is currently ranked number 78, was destined for the top.

“I’m very happy to be in the top 10 players in the world,” Paire said.

But back in to the first round and will bring his Adelaide campaign to an end against Atlantician Filippo Volandri after he outlasted a similar fire as Kerber in falling

Barty is the top seed in this year’s Australian Open and will be looking to win her first Grand Slam title when she plays her opening round match against Australian Ajla Tomljanovic on Tuesday.
No one was playing good golf today it seemed like. I just hung in there and what do you know...
Dakar Rally

Serradori denies Alonso first stage win

Saint's overall lead to Qatar's defending champ al-Attiyah down to under 7 minutes

By Sports Reporter

It is an effort to transform the Dubai International Equestrian and Aquatic Centre (QREC) into an attract-

QREC, Al Sulaiti Holding sign agreement to maximise event turnout

By Sports Reporter

ECGC and CBQ to host Qatar Masters Pro-Am Qualifier Open

C ommercial Bank Qatar's first private Pro-Am tournament for golfers officially launched with the

By Sports Reporter

Reviewed: 2019: Another year of success for Josoor

BRITISH QATAR INSTITUTE LAUNCHES INTEGRATED LABOUR RELATIONS COURSE

By Sports Reporter

Josoor Institute launches integrated labour relations course

By Sports Reporter

2019: Another year of success for Josoor

Josoor Institute had a very successful year in 2019 with its programmes and initiatives that helped build a culture

Josoor Institute delivered a Professional Development Webinar for the International Labour Organization and the Ministry of Public

A particularly successful programme was its Middle East Sports Management programme which was part of the
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